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Product Overview
The nGeniusONE™ Unifi ed Performance Management platform unifi es application and 
network performance management providing a top-down view into any IP-based business 
services, including voice, video and data. Rather than look at individual elements in isolation, 
nGeniusONE provides an overarching view into the performance characteristics of all 
infrastructure and application components associated with service delivery. This platform 
combines real-time situational awareness, historical analysis, and multi-layered analytics 
capabilities. This unifi ed perspective enables IT organizations to more effectively manage 
the health and availability of diverse application environments, improving the network and 
application teams’ ability to proactively identify and triage performance issues, assess impact 
and quickly identify the root cause of problems.

Traditional application performance management tools focus predominantly on web-based 
services, such as J2EE or .NET applications. These traditional tools take a very narrow, 
siloed approach to identifying and resolving related service issues, which can complicate and 
delay problem resolution. The nGeniusONE platform complements this compartmentalized 
model, providing a simple end-to-end view into overall application and network performance 
management by delivering valuable macro-level insights and understanding of the 
complexities and interdependencies of a service delivery environment.

nGeniusONE delivers extensive operational intelligence supporting many different 
performance management use cases within a single unifi ed platform. Common use cases 
include intelligent early warning, incident response, real-time and historical performance 
analysis, planning & optimization, session analysis, forensics and reporting. These use 
cases can be leveraged across IT organizations, benefi ting Network, Application, Server and 
Unifi ed Communications teams, as well as CyberSecurity owners.

Highlights
• One unifi ed platform converges 

application and network 
performance management to 
capture all components contributing 
to the user experience

• Macro and micro-level insights into 
service performance enterprise-
wide, or by site, user community, 
user, server group and more

• Visibility into complex multi-tier 
service delivery environments 
including elements such as servers, 
applications, users and networks

• Effectively manage the health 
and availability of diverse service 
environments

• Rich graphical real-time and 
historical views derived from packet-
fl ow-based analytics

• Simple, easy to use workfl ows 
enable fast root cause analysis

• Scalable, enterprise-class 
architecture supports large-
scale geographically distributed 
deployments

• Backwards compatible with nGenius 
Service Assurance Solution 
deployments for investment 
protection

nGeniusONE
Unifi ed Performance Management Platform
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Network. This feature is enabled by 
default, and ensures that data pertaining 
to internal network, server and application 
performance is collected at the highest 
level of granularity. My Network includes 
all RFC 1918 space by default, and can 
be confi gured to include private address 
ranges or important partner or Software 
as a Service connections. Connections 
outside of My Network are monitored at 
lesser granularity, to reduce noise from non-
business applications or services.

Along with these user and server 
communities, nGeniusONE further enables 
the logical organization of traffi c with the 
confi guration of location keys. Traditional 
network performance Management tools 
will group data by source and destination IP 
address, or perhaps the monitored interface 
the traffi c was collected from. Location 
keys allow users to defi ne vlans, sites, qos 
levels, or MPLS VRF groups as a location, 
thus allowing more granular data mining 
and analysis of the observed network traffi c.

To allow IT teams to better visualize the 
state of the enterprise IT architecture, 
nGeniusONE leverages these location 
keys in the creation of fl exible, user-
defi ned service domains. These service 
domains enable IT teams to create views 
that dynamically align with how services 
are delivered across physical and virtual 

Service-Focused Approach To 
Performance Management
nGeniusONE platform supports diverse 
voice, video and data environments 
with a service-focused approach to 
performance management. This enables 
IT teams to manage diverse services 
including web-based applications, remote 
desktop application such as Citrix, public 
and private cloud environments, Unifi ed 
Communications services such as Voice 
over IP and specialized environments such 
as payment processing or fi nancial trading 
with one unifi ed tool. Custom application 
defi nitions and logical groupings of user, 
server, application, and network data 
enable IT teams to create meaningful 
analysis views.

Logical user or server groupings, or 
communities, are an important element of 
this approach, allowing nGeniusONE to 
aggregate traffi c destined to the group of 
users as a whole, presenting views that are 
more meaningful and relevant to business 
needs. Groups of client addresses can 
be confi gured to be viewed as a single 
entity, while important IP addresses within 
the block can still be separated out for 
individual visibility.

Extending beyond the concept of server 
or user communities, nGeniusONE 
also incorporates a feature called My 

Product Capabilities
• Service Dashboard provides real-time 

views with logical visualization of key 
services in business-relevant hierarchies

• Service-oriented performance analysis 
based on network or application-oriented 
workfl ows

• Real-time and historical network, 
application and server visualization with 
contextual drilldown from rich service 
views to comprehensive session and 
packet level deep-dive analysis

• Hop-by-hop session trace combining 
application and network performance 
details

• Robust service defi nition enables 
monitoring and recognition of all 
applications or services, out of the box 
or user-defi ned, including Web-based 
applications

• Meaningful visibility into service 
interdependencies provided by user 
and server communities, site, qos, vlan, 
and vrf location details correlated with 
application metrics

• Service-focused reporting based on rich 
application and network metadata

Figure 1: nGeniusONE unifi es application performance management and network performance 
management in a single platform to deliver correlated metrics and simplifi ed workfl ows that 
dramatically streamline service delivery management activities.
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For detailed application performance 
analysis, Service Monitors deliver 
comprehensive, multi-dimensional 
views that facilitate investigating service 
performance characteristics, with all 
elements of the service displayed 
comparatively in context. Several 
specialized Service Monitors come pre-
defi ned, such as call signaling, DNS, or 
DHCP, with streamlined workfl ows for 
simplifying the troubleshooting of these 
services. This platform also includes a 
general purpose Service Monitor called 
Application Delivery Monitor, which can 
be customized to analyze any application 
or service. These Service Monitors show 
key metrics relating to client-server 
communications, application errors, and 
other indicators of service health.

Traffi c Monitor complements Service 
Monitors by providing an application-aware 
view into network performance metrics, 
including details such as top N applications, 
traffi c volumes and utilization fi ltered by 
physical link, class of service, VLAN, or 
other logical attributes. Graphical displays 
show link utilization in terms of volume or 
percent utilization for each application on 
a link, as well as a pie chart depicting the 
location breakdown of observed application 
traffi c in the network. For more application-
centric metrics, Traffi c Monitor supports 
a contextual drilldown into Application 
Delivery Monitor.

latency measurements, details about traffi c 
volume and link utilization, information 
about quality of service (QoS) levels, and 
information about application usage across 
the network. By bringing this information 
together in a series of multi-dimensional 
views, the nGeniusONE platform is able to 
provide deep insights which enable IT users 
to proactively identify problems faster and 
manage the health and availability of the 
service delivery environment.

Top-Down, Service-Oriented Workfl ows
The nGeniusONE platform provides a 
top-down, service-focused approach to 
application and network performance 
management. Through the use of 
performance analysis layers, IT users can 
start with a high level view of the overall 
enterprise environment and then drill down 
proactively to potential problem spots for 
rapid investigation and resolution.

nGeniusONE workfl ows are simplifi ed to 
make problem identifi cation and resolution 
fast and easy. The start of the workfl ow is 
the Service Dashboard, which provides 
real-time visibility into the overall service 
delivery environment. The hierarchical 
view from this dashboard presents alerts 
in a business-relevant context, allowing IT 
users to quickly and proactively respond 
to potentially user-impacting issues. 
In addition, high-level summaries and 
topology maps show the status of a service 
at all times.

infrastructure. Domains are constructed 
based upon physical and logical attributes 
such as a specifi c application or service, 
physical sites, logical workgroups, 
geographic regions or even business units. 
This allows for a customized view into 
end-to-end service delivery that streamlines 
performance management activities and 
improves operational consistency that 
encourages better communication across 
the different functional IT groups. This 
service-focused approach provides a more 
holistic view into service health revealing 
interactions and dependencies between the 
infrastructure and application tiers across 
complex and distributed environments, 
solving problems that host and agent-based 
APM approaches cannot.

Unifi cation of Application and Network 
Performance Management
Representing a completely new 
architecture, the nGeniusONE platform 
unites the traditional approaches of 
application and network performance 
management in a single unifi ed tool. For 
application performance management 
needs, this platform provides specifi c 
insights into key performance indicators 
such as application responsiveness, 
new and active client-server session 
metrics, service requests and application 
error codes. For network performance 
management needs, the nGeniusONE 
platform provides hop-by-hop transaction 

Figure 2: The nGeniusONE platform can monitor thousands of critical applications and services 
supporting tens of thousands of users across large multi-location Enterprise environments.
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can be defi ned to ensure baselines only 
measure performance during business 
hours. Early warnings generated by the 
analytics engine can be viewed in the 
Service Dashboard as well as forwarded 
to up to four SNMP trap listeners. Using 
this intelligent early warning capability, 
IT organizations can obtain visibility into 
emerging service performance issues, 
contextually analyze alert evidence and 
underlying causes using the Service 
Monitors and Traffi c Monitor, and 
predictively take action to avoid future 
impact on end users.

Powered by Adaptive Session 
Intelligence
The nGeniusONE platform is powered 
by the patent pending Adaptive Session 
Intelligence™ (ASI) 2.0 technology. This 
powerful deep packet inspection data 
mining engine runs on nGenius Intelligent 
Data Sources, generating metadata based 
upon actual session traffi c in real-time as 
the packets cross the wire. This metadata 
is then used by the nGeniusONE platform 
to visualize application and network 
performance characteristics, enabling 
IT teams to quickly identify and resolve 
application and server performance 
problems. Common performance analysis 
use cases include understanding the 
root cause of application performance 
issues, server performance issues, and 
understanding or mitigating end-user 
impact from service degradations.

collected the packets, then the decoded 
results are sent back to the nGeniusONE 
console for display, speeding analysis time 
and eliminating unnecessary network loads.

Intelligent Early Warning
With increasing requirements for high 
availability and increasing complexity 
of business services, IT organizations 
need to adopt predictive service 
management approaches to minimize 
or avoid downtime whenever possible. 
The continued growth in applications, 
users, and traffi c poses a challenge to 
establishing stringent alarm thresholds, 
for realizing the benefi ts of early warning, 
due to the frequent need for threshold 
adjustments under such scenarios. 
The nGeniusONE Service Dashboard 
addresses these challenges with an 
intelligent early warning capability 
powered by an advanced analytics 
engine that automatically establishes 
performance baselines and generates 
alerts on signifi cant deviations from these 
baselines. The engine also automatically 
adjusts the baselines over time to 
adapt to gradual changes in service 
utilization while delivering timely alerts on 
performance anomalies.

Performance baselines can be set 
for Key Traffi c Indicators (KTI) and 
Key Performance Indicators (KPI) 
including rising and falling link utilization, 
application transaction failure rates and 
responsiveness. Time-based exclusions 

For in-depth troubleshooting of service 
issues, administrators can progress to 
Session Analysis from within a Service 
Monitor to see a contextual, transaction-
level view of the impacted user sessions. 
nGeniusONE Session Analysis intelligently 
correlates and displays all transactions from 
each user session observed across multiple 
network segments, even across NAT/PAT 
boundaries, providing an end-to-end view 
that accelerates the analysis process. 
Graphical representations are shown in 
the form of a ladder diagram illustrating the 
multi-hop transactions, including latency 
time stamps. A table above the ladder 
diagram includes sortable, searchable 
information fi elds including location, server 
name, client IP or community, application 
errors, retries, and timeouts.

Should Deep-Dive protocol-level analysis 
be needed, administrators can contextually 
perform packet analysis for effi cient, 
deep-dive analysis or to collect forensic 
evidence. nGeniusONE Packet Analysis 
creates a predefi ned fi lter of the packets 
viewed in Session Analysis, ensuring 
only the relevant details for the specifi c 
transaction under investigation are 
decoded. Alternatively, new fi lters can be 
created from scratch, leveraging regular 
expressions with Boolean logic to fi lter 
for multiple strings based on text, hex, 
host, application, pattern, and more. The 
decoding of packets actually take place in 
the nGenius Infi niStream® appliance which 

Figure 3: Visibility into multiple tiers of a service helps separate causes from symptoms and zoom in on 
problem spots quickly and easily.
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take up a smaller footprint on the 
nGenius Infi niStream appliance thanks to 
optimized formatting, while still preserving 
the packet headers. ASTs take up less 
room on the disk than native packets, 
enable faster data mining, and can still be 
read by any protocol analyzer to be used 
for deep dive packet level decode and 
troubleshooting workfl ows. 

Broad Application Support
nGeniusONE recognizes more than fi ve 
hundred well-known applications out-of-
the-box. Thousands of new applications 
and services can be created with user-
defi ned criteria such as port ranges, source 
IP addresses or ranges and other fi lters. 
Flexible confi guration options allow the 
defi nition of dynamic or static applications 
such as Web-based or custom applications. 
For web-based applications in particular, 
URL grouping is supported to allow users 
to logically organize their traffi c. In cases 
where services are inter-dependent on 
multiple different applications, such as in 
multi-tier services or applications that cross 
data center environments, these application 
tiers can be aggregated in a single 
application group. Applications are shown in 
context to better expose the impact of inter-
relationships and protocol dependencies on 
overall service delivery.

Once an application has been defi ned, a 
wealth of information regarding application 
responsiveness, user new/existing 
application sessions, application success 

servers and domain, as well as other 
data related to network and application 
performance. These metrics are measured 
across multiple dimensions called location 
keys and used by the nGeniusONE 
platform to support network and application 
performance management workfl ows. 
These keys include information such as 
vlans, sites/physical location, Quality of 
Service (QoS) tags, and VRFs.

ASRs contain session and transaction-
level metadata. This metadata contains 
data relating to events that occurred during 
the session transaction, errors observed 
during the session and any supplemental 
information extracted from the session such 
as requested URL, DNS query, etc. The 
localized processing power of the nGenius 
Infi niStream appliances provide a platform 
where millions of sessions and transactions 
are concurrently collected and recorded 
while allowing the IT user to drill down to 
any particular session using nGeniusONE 
Session Analysis. Additionally, the nGenius 
Infi niStream appliances provide a scalable 
architecture for nGeniusONE as these 
appliances process ASR data records 
in parallel across different appliances. 
This enables the solution to correlate 
transactions from across the enterprise 
network, providing end-to-end visibility into 
user sessions. 

ASTs, contain a record of the actual 
physical packets seen traversing the 
network. These intelligently sliced packets 

A quick glance at the analysis views 
provided by nGeniusONE allow IT teams to 
view business-relevant details such as most 
active application traffi c, traffi c distribution 
among different tiers of a multi-tier 
application, or application specifi c errors at 
each service tier. Additional benefi ts of the 
ASI metrics include verifying that servers 
are properly load balanced, comparing 
performance among different application 
tiers, or visualizing interdependencies of 
services with other services or enabling 
protocols. ASI metadata is organized into 
three categories – Adaptive Common Data 
Model (A-CDM), Adaptive Session Records 
(ASR), and Adaptive Session Trace (AST). 
The highest level of metadata, A-CDM, 
is collected from nGenius Infi niStream 
appliances and stored on the nGeniusONE 
Server at set intervals throughout the day. 
ASR and AST metadata is collected and 
stored on nGenius Infi niStream appliances 
and leveraged by the nGeniusONE Session 
Analysis and Packet Analysis applications 
on-demand.

A-CDM metadata contains a full-spectrum 
of unique metadata intended to provide a 
comprehensive view of service, network, 
application and server performance that 
includes KPIs, KTIs, Key Server Indicators 
(KSIs) and Key Error Indicators (KEIs). This 
data generated by the ASI engine includes 
important metrics such as application traffi c 
volumes, application server response 
times, server throughputs, aggregate error 
counts, error codes specifi c to application 

Figure 4: The nGeniusONE Service Dashboard topology map feature illustrates 
server and application interrelationships within a service domain.
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and centralized system management of 
the enterprise deployment. By using this 
distributed, scalable architecture, local 
processing of analytics and metadata takes 
place on the individual nGeniusONE local 
servers, speeding analysis and reducing 
network overhead while still providing 
centralized management and a single 
unifi ed view into all network and application 
performance data from.

Resilient Operation
For additional resiliency, IT managers can 
deploy a separate instance of nGeniusONE 
to act as a hot standby server. Scripts 
running on both servers ensure the standby 
server database is kept accurate and 
current. If the active server fails, services 
can be switched over to the standby server 
to rapidly restore functionality with minimal 
effort. A standby instance of nGeniusONE 
requires a separately licensed nGeniusONE 
Standby Server.

Investment Protection
nGeniusONE platform licensing provides 
a scalable “pay as you grow” model. 
As the monitoring footprint expands, 
additional licenses can be added, 
enabling the IT organization to only pay 
for the coverage required.

For current users of the nGenius Service 
Assurance Solution, each nGeniusONE 
deployment also includes licenses for 
nGenius Performance Manager and 

links to the appropriate traffi c or service 
monitor, making them an integral part of 
the simplifi ed workfl ows powering the 
nGeniusONE platform. Robust access 
controls allow users to control on a per-
user or role basis who has access to 
specifi ed reports. Activity logging provides 
information to nGeniusONE administrators 
on the number of reports being run and who 
is viewing them.

Distributed Architecture for Maximum 
Scalability 
nGeniusONE provides highly scalable 
coverage for complex distributed service 
delivery environments. Each nGeniusONE 
license enables monitoring of up to fi fty 
physical interfaces, with up to two licenses 
supported per nGeniusONE local server. 
For large, geographically dispersed 
environments, the separately licensed 
nGeniusONE Global Server provides 
integrated access to data from multiple 
instances of nGeniusONE to unify and 
scale broad IT operations management. 
In a large-scale deployment, all instances 
of nGeniusONE are centrally managed 
by the nGeniusONE Global Server, 
presenting the appearance of a single 
application regardless of the actual number 
of nGeniusONE servers or licenses 
deployed. All confi gurations and settings 
are confi gured once on the nGneiusONE 
Global Server, then automatically 
propagated out to all nGeniusONE local 
servers, creating a scalable, effi cient 

and failures, and more can be extracted 
and leveraged by nGeniusONE in detailed 
service views.

Service-Focused Reporting
nGeniusONE includes extensive reporting 
capabilities to accelerate problem 
identifi cation and facilitating communication 
and collaboration between IT teams to 
speed problem resolution. IT users can 
create scheduled template-based reports 
for such tasks as service performance 
analysis or capacity planning which are 
generated on a daily, weekly, or monthly 
basis. Reports can also be generated 
on-demand from nGeniusONE Service 
Dashboard, Service Monitors, or Traffi c 
Monitor to support any view that IT users 
need for their daily monitoring activities. 
These reports are used to achieve 
objectives such as tuning traffi c to optimize 
existing infrastructure, scoping differences 
between current and historic use, validating 
current site or application performance, or 
communicating service levels to business-
level users.

On-demand reports are generated as a 
PDF, CSV or RTF fi le, which can then be 
emailed to interested users. Scheduled 
reports can be delivered via e-mail as 
either a direct URL or as a PDF, CSV or 
RTF attachment, or alternately displayed 
within the My Reports view from the Report 
Administrator application. Scheduled 
reports contain contextual drilldown 

Figure 5: nGeniusONE has a distributed, scalable system architecture which enables unifi ed 
visibility across large, geographically distributed enterprise environments.
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The nGenius Deployment Database 
collects and stores information about 
the nGeniusONE platform deployment, 
including data such as installed software 
versions of the different nGeniusONE 
local servers, license summary of all 
installed nGeniusONE servers, server time 
zone, server operating system, nGenius 
Intelligent Data Source device types, and 
more. The information provided enables 
IT administrators to manage hardware 
resource allocation and software versions. 
The user activity log can also be accessed 
from this view.

Third Party Integration
nGeniusONE supports out-of-the-box 
integration with third-party Enterprise 
Management Systems (EMS) such as EMC 
Smarts, HP Network Node Manager and 
IBM Tivoli. The integration supports two-
way communication fl ow between the EMS 
platform and nGeniusONE. Performance 
alerts generated by nGeniusONE are 
passed to these EMS platforms with 
contextual drilldown links embedded. This 
integration allows the nGenius Solution 
to become an integral part of any IT 
organization’s troubleshooting workfl ow.

can be defi ned. Users can be assigned 
multiple roles on either an individual 
or group basis, or access to monitored 
elements can be restricted, to ensure each 
user has precisely the right level of access 
needed to perform their tasks.

The confi guration and settings for all 
nGenius Intelligent Data Sources are 
centrally managed from within the 
nGeniusONE platform. These settings 
include data such as application and 
service defi nitions, site groups, user 
communities. These settings can then be 
pushed globally out to all data sources, 
instead of requiring separate confi guration 
of each box. From the Device Confi guration 
view, IT users can view fi rmware version, 
decode pack versions and device health, 
update fi rmware, confi gure logical 
monitored element groupings of physical or 
virtual interfaces, or even remotely log into 
connected data sources.

Support for System Health Validation
nGeniusONE performs a number of 
integrity checking and reporting activities 
to ensure healthy operation of the 
platform. These capabilities include 
system logging and system health 
alarms for the nGeniusONE servers and 
nGenius Intelligent Data Sources, as 
well as more advanced usage metrics 
contained within the nGenius Deployment 
Database. System logs can be viewed on 
the system, or forwarded dynamically to 
a listening syslog server. System health 
alarms notify IT Administrators of issues 
with raid array or hardware failure, free 
disk space, high memory utilization, 
excessive processing time, and process 
restart within the nGeniusONE server or 
nGenius Infi niStream appliances. These 
alarms are managed in the same way 
as all other alarms in the system. They 
appear in the Service Dashboard alert 
browser, and can be forwarded to third 
party SNMP trap listeners.

nGenius Service Delivery Manager. This 
allows customers using the legacy analysis 
modules today to seamlessly migrate to 
nGeniusONE while still having access to 
familiar workfl ows and historical data.

This solution takes advantage of the same 
nGenius Intelligent Data Sources already 
deployed across a number of enterprise 
organizations. Many of these data sources 
can provide data to both the nGeniusONE 
platform and the previous generation 
nGenius Service Assurance Solution 
Analysis modules, preserving customer’s 
long term investments in existing 
monitoring appliances.

Secure System Management with Role-
Based User Management
nGeniusONE includes a streamlined 
graphical management interface to 
provide a consistent workfl ow across 
all management tasks, which improves 
productivity and minimizes time needed 
to confi gure and manage the platform. 
The central database containing all 
collected metadata and element settings 
is managed from this interface, along 
with server management settings, system 
backup confi guration, message logging, 
software updates and user role and 
access permissions.

nGeniusONE securely manages the 
confi guration of user roles and access 
to information. Granular permissions are 
defi ned on a per-user, per-role and per-
group basis to allow each user to have only 
the access they need, with a searchable 
audit trail documenting user activity in the 
system. User authentication is supported 
through mechanisms including TACACS+, 
LDAP, Radius, Active Directory, and others. 
The system comes with six default user 
roles, providing a blend of read-only and 
administrator level functions. These user 
roles can be customized or new user roles 
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Product Features*

Service Dashboard • Real-time and historical visibility into custom analytics and alarm views
• Hierarchical organization of critical applications and services
• Custom service defi nition
• High level real-time service summary views

Service Monitors • Real-time and historical visibility into service traffi c
• Comparative views include graphical overlays to illustrate key performance indicators
• Specialized Service Monitors

 – Voice - Call Signalling (SCCP, SIP, H.323), Call Quality (RTP)
 – Service Enablers - DNS, DHCP, LDAP, Radius
 – Financial Services –Card transaction processing (ISO 8583), Stock trading (FIX, STAMP, OUCH)

• Customizable general purpose service monitor for all other services
• Drilldown into Session Analysis

Traffi c Monitor • Real-time and historical visibility into network traffi c
• Key volume and utilization metrics
• Sort and chart traffi c by location attributes
• Top N applications per interface
• 15 sec granularity traffi c view
• Drilldown into Application Delivery Monitor for service-centric view

Session Analysis • Contextual, transaction level view of user sessions
• Ladder diagram maps out transactions within a session
• Contextual drilldown to Packet Analysis

Packet Analysis • Regular-expression based custom fi lters on text, hex, host, application, pattern, or other string matches
• Bounce charts to illustrate traffi c behavior
• TCP Session/Follow Stream support
• Remote packet decode support 
• HTTPS decryption support*
• Extended duration analysis from trace fi le merging
• Save, share, import and export capture fi les in standard formats (cap and pcap)
*requires private SSL keys or integration with hardware security module

Application classifi cation • Well-known protocols
• Custom-defi ned proprietary applications
• Web-based applications
• Peer to peer protocols
• Financial protocols and market data feeds
• Voice signaling and multimedia protocols

Virtual and logical traffi c elements • Up to 50 Type 1 (physical) interfaces monitored, depending on license type
• Customizable logical groupings of traffi c

 – Site (custom subnet groupings)
 – VLAN 
 – QoS groups based on DSCP tagging
 – MPLS VRF 
 – User Community – Logically named group of client IP addresses
 – Server Community – Logically named group of client and server IP addresses
 – Monitored Elements – Logical groupings of physical interfaces and / or traffi c matching specifi ed 

location keys
 –  Application – Logical grouping of like applications to aggregate similar types of traffi c
 – My Network
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Data Storage • Up to one year of metadata retained on server
• Confi gurable data granularity stored for daily, weekly, monthly intervals

Alarming • KTI and KPI baseline and threshold-based alerts on ingress/egress bitrate, application failure rate, and 
application responsiveness

• Time exclusions supported for baseline alerts
• User notifi cations by visual indications in the GUI and alert notifi cation export to up to four vendor agnostic 

SNMP trap listeners
• Contextual drilldown into either Service Monitor or Traffi c Monitor

Reporting • Selection of pre-built reports available out-of-the-box
• Customizable reports 
• New reports can be created on-demand or scheduled
• Schedule reports for delivery at daily, weekly or monthly intervals
• One-click on-demand reports from service dashboard, service monitor and traffi c monitor applications
• PDF, RTF and CSV format supported
• Confi gurable user access permissions can be set on a per-report basis
• Report accessed from

 – Email
 – URL
 – My Report view 

• Reporting analytics track number of reports generated, how often reports are accessed and by which users 
System Management • Up to two nGeniusONE licenses supported on a single server

• Scheduled or on-demand remote fi rmware upgrade supported 
• Database backup supported

 – Full or incremental
 – Scheduled or ad hoc

• User management
 – Granular access permissions restricted by role, group, or allowed monitored elements
 – Granular fi lters to control user access to different nGeniusONE servers in a multi-server deployment
 – Custom role or group defi nitions support
 – Radius, TACACS+, LDAP, Active Directory, or local authentication supported

• System health monitoring
 – Measurement of system CPU and memory
 – System health alarms generated
 – Server log entries exportable via syslog

• Device health monitoring
 – Measurement of device CPU and memory
 – Device health alarms generated
 – Device log entries exportable via syslog

• Deployment database analytics
 – User statistics
 – User activity log
 – nGeniusONE system deployment details such as:

 – Server type summary
 – License summary
 – Firmware version summary
 – User account summary
 – Data Source summary, including device type counts and fi rmware versions
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Supported Data Sources • ASI 2.0 views require nGenius Infi niStream appliances running version 5.1 or later 
• ASI 1.0 views support the following:

 – All nGenius Intelligent Data Sources running version 4.12 or later
 – SNMPv2 and SNMPv3-capable devices 

Third Party Integration • HP Network Node Manager (NNMI)
• IBM Tivoli® NetView, Netcool/OMNIbus
• EMC® Smarts®

• HP Arcsight 

*Note: All features described are based upon nGeniusONE Release 5.1.1.
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Minimum Hardware Recommendations

Component Specifi cation
Operating system Red Hat® Enterprise Linux® v6.x 64-bit (English only)

Windows® 2008 R2 x64 - Standard and Enterprise
Processors Dual 2.4Ghz Quad-Core processors with multithreading support
Available Operating System Memory 24 GB RAM with swap space equal to twice the capacity of physical memory
File system (Windows platforms) • Minimum 30 GB for the OS partition (if installing nGeniusONE on a second partition)

• Virtual memory page fi le set for System Managed Size
• NTFS-formatted hard disk is required

File system (Linux platforms) • Minimum 100 MB for the boot partition
• Minimum 10 GB for the OS or / (root) partition

RAID Confi guration RAID 5; Ultra 320 SCSI, SATA, or SAS
Hard Drive Confi guration 3 TB
Media Device DVD-ROM drive
Network Adapter One 100/1000 Ethernet adapter
Power Supply Confi guration Dual, redundant power supplies
IP Address Static IP address

Ordering Information

Part Number Description
9600L-DGM nGeniusONE Global Server (Linux)

Dedicated Global Manager for distributed server environments. Does not support local device management.

9600L-ENT1 nGeniusONE (Linux)
Permanent license for use up to 50 Type 1 interfaces and 10,000 Type 2 interfaces.

9600L-STB1 nGeniusONE Standby Server (Linux)
Permanent license for use up to 50 Type 1 interfaces and 10,000 Type 2 interfaces

9600L-INC1 nGeniusONE – Incremental License (Linux)
The Incremental license extends an existing nGeniusONE License by up to an additional 50 Type 1 interfaces and 
10,000 Type 2 interfaces.

9600L-WG1 nGeniusONE (Linux)
Permanent license for up to 10 Type 1 interfaces and 2,000 Type 2 interfaces.

9600W-DGM nGeniusONE Global Server (Windows)
Dedicated Global Manager for distributed server environments. Does not support local device management.

9600W-ENT1 nGeniusONE (Windows)
Permanent license for use up to 50 Type 1 interfaces and 10,000 Type 2 interfaces.

9600W-STB1 nGeniusONE Standby Server (Windows) 
Permanent license for use up to 50 Type 1 interfaces and 10,000 Type 2 interfaces.

9600W-INC1 nGeniusONE – Incremental License (Windows)
The Incremental license extends an existing nGeniusONE License by up to an additional 50 Type 1 interfaces and 
10,000 Type 2 interfaces.

9600W-WG1 nGeniusONE (Windows)
Permanent license for up to 10 Type 1 interfaces and 2,000 Type 2 interfaces.
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